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As the University of Arizona Campus continues to grow, change and expand, 

automobile parking in and around Campus becomes increasingly scarce. As a result of 

this growth, bicycling to and around Campus may become the more convenient mode of 

transportation and can be expected to increase. This poses new problems of safety and 

efficiency relating to commuting to Campus on a daily basis by bicycle. Currently, 

Campus does not have a comprehensive plan for bicycle parking facilities. The purpose 

of this thesis was to evaluate existing data and site conditions and produce a 

comprehensive bicycle parking plan predominantly based on building capacity, building 

use, and circulation routes. From this plan, five parking clusters were identified and a 

prototype of a facility designed. Results from the study suggested that current bicycle 

parking allotments were not positively associated with high building use and capacity. 
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Why plan for bicycles? A bicycle is a simple piece of machinery, which everyone 

can imderstand, almost anyone can learn to ride, and most people can afford to buy and 

maintain. No other means of transport combines this type of simplicity and availability to 

the whole community. Most trips to school and work are within the range of the average 

cyclist, and for trips under four miles in urban areas, cycling is faster than walking or 

other means of travel (Transportation, 1974). Bicycles are a cost-effective way of 

"giving people freeways for the price of footpaths", make only small demands on 

valuable urban space, are a noiseless, pollution-free and rehable means of transport, and 

provide mobility to almost everyone (Transportation, 1974). 

The importance of pedestrian and bicycle travel has received increasing attention 

in recent years as planners and policymakers recognize these benefits to communities, 

public health, economic development, and the environment. The Transportation Equity 

Act for the 21®' Century (TEA-21), passed by Congress in 1998, requires the 

consideration of bicycle and pedestrian needs in transportation planning and increased 

funding opportunities for bicycle and pedestrian projects. TEA-21 also directs the Bureau 

of Transportation Statistics (BTS) to develop data on bicycles and pedestrians 

(BTS, 2000). Up until this point in time, planning efforts have been solely focused on 

providing for automobile transportation and facilities. However, with the rising costs to 

use, park, and maintain an automobile and the increased awareness of the detrimental 
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effects of heavy reliance on automobiles for transport, commuting by bicycle is becoming 

increasingly popular and practical. 

Bicycle facilities are often minimally planned due to this greater focus on 

providing facilities for automobiles instead of bicycles. Proper accommodations made 

for cycUsts, such as bike lanes, shade, parking and other facilities can encourage bicycle 

commuting and make it a more viable option for the general public. Equally important, 

cyclists need a secure place to park their bicycles when they arrive, whether it is for five 

minutes or the entire day. Unfortunately, Uterature is rather minimal relating to methods 

for accurately assessing and implementing requirements of bicycle facilities for cycling 

commuters with a variety of needs at a site. 

Significance of Studv 

Due to a lack of methods for assessing requirements for bicycle parking facilities, 

this study utilized noted automobile parking assessments of building uses and capacities 

and current bicycle parking assessments as a way of determining bicycle parking needs 

for a particular site, the University of Arizona Campus. Currently, the Campus does not 

have a comprehensive plan for such facilities. In particular, this study focused on the 

development of methods for assessing proposed bicycle facilities based on user and site 

data. The assessment methods developed in this study were based on methods used 

currently by planning organizations to provide automobile parking and were also based 

on current efforts to provide bicycle parking in cities and on campuses. From these 

results, a comprehensive bicycle parking plan was developed. In addition, design 
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guidelines such as location and rack criteria for bicycle parking locations at a chosen 

specific site on the University of Arizona campus were developed. 

Research Question. Objectives, and Interpretation 

The research question thereby posed was, are current bicycle parking areas on the 

University of Arizona campus adequately linked with current building uses and building 

capacities? 

Based on this research question, the following hypotheses were derived: 

1. Current bicycle parking allotments are not positively associated with high 
building use. 

2. Current bicycle parking allotments are not located in areas to serve multiple 
Campus buildings. 

The following objectives become the focus of the research: 

1. Develop an assessment tool, based on the site characteristics and existing data, 
for determining the required number of bicycle parking racks for buildings on 

Campus. 

2. Create a comprehensive plan for the location of bicycle parking based on 
analysis of building use and building capacity and the location of current 
circulation routes. 

Results for this research was interpreted for the development of design solutions for a 

specific bicycle parking area on Campus. 

Scope of Research 

This study intended to analyze existing bicycle parking facilities on Campus and 

develop a Comprehensive Bicycle Parking Plan within a study area in the University of 

Arizona Campus Planning Boundary. Analyses provided recommendations for changes 

to current bicycle parking facility design, location criteria, and number of bicycle racks at 
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each parking facility. The Campus Planning Boundary was defined according to the 

Campus and Facilities Planning guidelines and was used to give parameters to the 

Campus. However, the study area of this research was a smaller section within the 

planning boundary considered the core of the campus, based on the highest density of 

Campus buildings and users. This study specifically addressed current bicycle parking 

issues, building capacities, aesthetics and design conflicts and attempted to provide a 

standard for future bicycle parking planning efforts for the University of Arizona 

Campus. It is important to note that this study did not attempt to resolve current issues of 

automobile circulation within the Campus, but referenced the recent update of the 

University of Arizona's Comprehensive Campus Plan as a basis for the bicycle planning 

efforts. 
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Chapter H: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

Bicycle parking facilities are critically important to any planning for a cycling 

community. From the cyclists' point of view, the availability of secure bicycle parking is 

typically a prerequisite to any bicycle trip. Without adequate bicycle parking facilities, it 

will remain inconvenient for commuters to use alternative modes of transportation 

(Geller, 2002). In addition, adequate bicycle parking facilities are strongly associated 

with safety, discouraging cyclists from leaving their bicycles in positions that could pose 

a danger to others (Toronto Bike Plan, 1999). At the site level, locating bicycle parking 

faciUties in places that they will be most effectively utilized creates circulation patterns 

that function more efficiently within a space. 

Although still a relatively new research topic, bicycle parking assessment and 

planning is becoming increasingly necessary. As the need for bicycle parking facilities 

rises due to increased perceptions of bicycles as practical and efficient modes of 

transportation, many city and campus planning organizations are developing checklists 

for good bicycle parking designs and locations (Knoxville Regional Bicycle Plan, 2002). 

For example, the 2002 Kjioxville Regional Transportation Planning Organization 

developed a checklist that highlights security, convenience, visibility, accessibility, 

shelter, space efficiency, and design as characteristics that define a well-designed bicycle 

parking facility. 

The literature review for this study is comprised of six sections relating to bicycle 

facility terminology and standards, as well as requirements for and research about 



automobile parking policies and comprehensive bicycle parking planning. First, an 

overview of automobile parking policies relating to building capacities and building use 

is provided, due to the limited research available relating to bicycles for this subject. This 

section is followed by a review of current bicycle parking assessments, policies, 

requirements, and examples and how they differ from or are similar to automobile 

parking policies. Then, a brief overview and definition of effective bicycle parking lots 

as well as definitions of commonly used bicycle parking planning terms are discussed. 

This section is followed by a review of the bicycle parking classification system used 

globally to classify bicycle parking facility types and uses. Finally, spacing and siting 

standards for bicycle parking racks and lots is reviewed. 

Automobile and Bicvcle Parking Assessments and Policies 

Automobile parking requirements became mandatory in 1961 when the national 

Zoning Ordinance for Parking was established. In short, the ordinance states, 

"for new construction or renovation that adds area, parking requirements 
are based on the property's use, the size of the facility and the zoning 
district in which the building lies. " (Harvard, 2001) 

Therefore, automobile parking requirements are based on the specific land uses 

for which they will serve and the numbers of parking spaces are provided accordingly. 

Typically, the numbers of spaces allotted are derived from a ratio of the total building 

area (sq. m.) or they are derived from a ratio of persons occupjdng the building at 

maximum capacity. For instance, El Monte, California specifies that for auditoriums, 1 

parking space is required per 6.75 sq.m. of usable assembly area. In addition, it also 
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requires that indoor entertainment faciUties provide 1 parking space per 3 seats 

(El-Monte, 2001). 

Some sites have incorporated rather creative planning solutions such as shared or 

clustered parking lots. Sharing and clustering automobile parking lots for use by multiple 

users is a relatively new^ idea being administered by the Victoria, Australia Transport 

Policy Institute. Shared parking refers to parking spaces that are shared by more than one 

user at different times, which allows parking facilities to be used more efficiently 

(histitute-TDM, 2002). It takes advantage of the fact that most parking spaces are only 

used part of the time by a particular group, and many parking facilities have a significant 

portion of unused spaces, with utilization patterns that follow predictable cycles. 

Clustered land use refers to locating common destinations close together and tends to 

reduce travel distances, connectivity, and accessibility (Institute-TDM, 2002). Clustering 

is related to building orientation and their siting relative to other buildings. According to 

the Victoria, Australia Transport Policy Institute, by implementing clustering techniques, 

multi-modal centers suitable for walking, cycling, and other transit types are created 

(Institute-TDM, 2002). 

Fortunately, some communities have similar standards for bicycle parking as they 

do for automobile parking, or bicycle parking is allowed to substitute for a portion of 

automobile parking. A few campuses and communities include bicycle parking 

ordinances in their planning efforts; these serve to mandate a minimum number of bicycle 

parking spaces for a building, require a certain percentage of these spaces to be Class I 

(long-term) or Class II (short-term) facilities based on the building type or use, and set 
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design standards for the parking areas, hi some cases, campuses will have minimum 

parking requirements for parking facilities much like those for automobile parking lots, 

but the requirements tend to differ slightly from one another. For example, the University 

of Oregon Bicycle Planning Policy requires that new building projects include "a suitable 

amount of bicycle parking", hi detail, it requires that 1% of building and site 

improvement construction budgets be devoted to bicycle parking and related amenities, 

one-third of the bicycle parking be covered, and where appropriate, it requires the 

integration of covered bicycle parking into the design of the building. Similarly, the 

Santa Cruz, CaUfomia Bicycle Parking Ordinance states that, 

"bicycle parking facilities shall be provided for any new building, addition 
or enlargement of an existing building, or for any change in the occupancy 
of any new building that results in the need for additional automobile 
parking facilities consistent with the parking variations allowed" 
(Goodman, 1994). 

The same bicycle parking ordinance requires that on school property, 1 bicycle 

parking space is required per 3 students and that 100% of these parking spots be Class II, 

secured, and covered. 

In another example, the Adelaide, Australia City Development Plan requires that 

development of greater than 1000 sq.m. of building floor area provide bicycle parking 

facilities at the rate of five bicycle spaces per 1000 sq.m. of building floor area. The 

District of Columbia Bikeway Plaiming Study, adopted in 1975, suggested bicycle 

parking provisions for spaces related to college campuses is "for each building, one 

bicycle parking space is required for every twenty seats plus one for every twenty teachers 

or other employees"(Hudson, 1982). These are only a few of the ordinances and 
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requirements for bicycle parking, generally based on building size, capacity (number of 

buildings users), or a percentage of the provided automobile parking. A summary of 

various city and campus bicycle parking requirements is presented in Table 2-1. 

Specific Building Use Parking Spaces Required Location 

College campus buildings 1 per 10,000 sq.ft. Portland, OR 
of net building area 

Schools 1 per 10 employees general 
College campus buildings 1 per 5 students (full time, general 

max. attendance) 
Schools 1 per 10 students plus employees Knoxville, TN 
College campus buildings 1 per 4 employees plus students Madison, Wl 
Schools 10% of automobile parking Boulder, CO 
Schools 10% of automobile parking Eugene, OR 
College campus buildings 10% of automobile parking Portland, OR 
Schools 5% of automobile parking Austin, TX 
College campus buildings 10% of automobile parking Medford, OR 
Schools 4 spaces per classroom Medford, OR 
Educational Use Buildings 1 per 25 employees plus .4 per 10 Boston, MA 

students at peak attendance and 
.6 per 10 students at peak attendance 

Educational Institution 1 per 20 employees and South Australia 
1 per 25 full time students 

Table 2-1. Summary of Bicycle Parking Requirements. 

Aside from the limited parking requirements utilized by some cities and 

campuses, few studies have been undertaken to develop accurate methods for assessing 

bicycle parking needs, especially in university campus settings. The University of Iowa 

Bicycle Parking study (1994) is one example that addresses specific site data to assess 

bicycle parking needs such as number of bicycle racks needed per site. Specifically, this 

study created a method to relate needed bicycle parking requirements to the size and use 

of a building on the University campus. The question asked was, "Is there a correlation 
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between the size of and usage of a building on campus and the number of bicycle parking 

facilities needed near that building?" The number of square feet in a classroom building 

was correlated with the number of classroom seats in a building and with the observed 

demand for bicycle parking observed through bicycle counting. The results of the study 

suggested that there may be a correlation between the size and usage of a building and the 

nxmiber of bicycle parking facilities needed near that building. Studies such as these are 

not currently widely undertaken, but are an extremely important step toward developing 

comprehensive bicycle parking plans. 

Comparing Bicvcle and Automobile Assessments 

Bicycle parking assessments compared to automobile parking assessments are 

lacking in the amount of data collected and comprehensive planning used to provide 

bicycle parking facilities. Typically, bicycle parking spaces are provided on a case-by-

case basis, per the request of a specific building or facility, especially in a college campus 

setting (Franz, 2002). Similarly, there is currently no literature available that describes 

comprehensive bicycle parking facility plarming relating to clustering or shared parking, 

as there is with automobile parking. The clustering and shared parking, although a 

relatively new idea in automobile parking, could prove to be effective in planning for 

bicycle parking facilities. 

Bicvcle Parking Terminologv 

To understand the elements of a bicycle parking facility, a brief overview, 

illustration, and definition of bicycle parking facility terms is necessary. First and 

foremost, any location where bicycle parking is allowed is referred to as an end of trip 
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bicycle parking facility. Bicycle parking facilities are most often referred to as simply 

bicycle parking or a bicycle parking lot. Bicycle parking facilities can be located 

anywhere there is a destination for a bicyclist (APBP, 2002). 

A bicycle parking facility provides the cyclist with a bicycle rack. A bicycle rack 

can take many different shapes and are provided in numerous ways; floor, wall, or ceiling 

mounted bicycle racks are the most common (Institute-TDM, 2002). In general, bicycle 

rack types are designed to hold and lock bikes securely without unnecessary 

inconvenience to the user and to safeguard the bicycles from accidental damage. A safe 

rack supports the frame so that the bicycle can not be pushed or fall to one side in a way 

to damage the wheels or components as well as accommodate locking the frame and front 

wheel to the rack with the high-security U-locks, a standard locking device that most 

campuses suggest cyclists use (APBP,2002). According to the Campus Transport 

Management Institute, a good bicycle rack accommodates a wide range of bicycle types 

and sizes as well as a variety of wheel types and sizes, is covered with a material that will 

not chip the paint of a bicycle that leans against it or have any hazards, such as sharp 

edges (Institute-TDM, 2002). 

Unfortunately, many destinations still utilize unsafe or inefficient racks for 

bicycles (refer to Figure 2-1 for examples of safe and unsafe rack types). The "wave" 

racks encourage cyclists to park their bicycles parallel to the rack in order to lock it 

securely, thereby reducing the total number of bicycles that can be parked on the rack. 

The "toast" and "comb" racks only allow the wheel to be locked to the rack and are 

therefore considered unsafe. 
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Figure 2-1. Safe and Unsafe Bicj 

An infinite variety of sculptural shapes can serve as bicycle racks, and can 

complement the building for which it provides parking (DEQ, 1999) Many businesses 

take advantage of having an extra element outside their establishment to attract the 

passing public and provide bicycle racks that are shaped according to the service they 

provide (Figure 2-2). The sculptural possibilities are endless in creating a bicycle rack 

that can fit the needs of a destination. 

Lastly, bicycle lockers or bicycle cages are another parking element commonly 

found in bicycle parking facilities (DEQ, 1999). As of late, there has been a move toward 

using bicycle storage lockers; the implementation of these systems can range from 
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Figure 2-2. Sculptural Racks, APBP, 2002 

revenue neutral to revenue generating. Options include the personal assignment of a 

locker for short-term parking, similar to parking meter use, or the use of money deposit 

and return once the locker has been used (Kuhn, 2001). Use of bicycle storage lockers, 

however, has presented the problem of pleasing aesthetics because they are often large, 

chain-link fence structures that can look very obtrusive. 

Overview of Effective Elements of Bicvcle Parking Facilities 

As previously stated, the widely accepted checklist of components for providing 

effective bicycle parking is: 1) security; 2) convenience; 3) visibility; 4) accessibility; 



5) shelter; 6) space efficiency; and 7) design. Without even one of these components, a 

parking area could be considered substandard and outdated. Comprehensive planning for 

bicycle parking is exemplified by taking all of these characteristics into account for 

creating effective solutions that are flexible to anticipate future growth and changes in a 

community. The following is a brief overview of each of the seven components, derived 

from an assimilation of policies, recommendations, and guidelines in many different 

bicycle parking situations. 

First and foremost, a Secure bicycle parking facility is possibly the most 

important component to providing bicycle parking facilities. According to the Bicycle 

Parking Facilities Guidelines of Portland, Oregon, without secure parking facilities, 

bicyclists will be discouraged to utilize their bicycles as modes of transportation or will 

opt to park their bicycle on the nearest permanent object, usually a railing, post, or tree. 

Security in a bicycle parking facihty is characterized by having a stable rack onto which 

the bicycle can be locked to prevent damage to the bicycle and having a bicycle rack that 

is anchored to the ground or building surface to prevent bicycles fi*om being stolen 

(Knoxville, 2002). Security is also characterized by a bicycle parking facility being well-

lit, visible by passers-by or by employees, or in the best case, monitored by bicycle 

parking attendant. 

Racks are also an important component to security. Some bicycle racks are not 

currently recommended for use because the design of the rack does not hold the bicycle 

by the frame and wheel; these racks are an easy target for thieves and are a hazard to 

passers-by (Geller, 2002). In addition, bicycle stands can also be considered not secure 
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because the stand is not fixed to any permanent object. The only solution is to lock the 

rear wheel and frame together, but the bicycle can still be moved and stolen (refer to 

Figure 2-1 for examples of Safe and Unsafe Bicycle Racks) 

Convenieiice deals largely with the location of a bicycle parking facility in 

relation to the destination. Convenience can be measured relative to the rate at which it is 

more convenient than automobile parking (Kjnoxville, 2002). One of the major reasons 

cyclists use their bicycles as a means of transportation is to minimize the distance they 

have to walk to their destination (AASHTO, 1999). Because bicycles take up less storage 

space than automobiles, most bicycle parking facilities are located within a minute-or-

two walk (25-75m) of a building or destination (Hudson, 1978). 

Storage, showering and changing facilities increase the convenience for cyclists at 

destinations. Although these are not provided for in many situations currently, it is 

especially important to provide these type of conveniences to employees who may be 

commuting via bicycle. According to the Adelaide City Council, 

"to effect substantial change in travel modes requires the creation of an 
environment in which people can cycle safely and comfortably. In order 
to make bicycle trips in excess of five kilometres attractive to people it is 
necessary that clean, functional, secure, showers and changing facilities 
be provided in the workplace. " (Adelaide, 2003) 

Without the availability of an area for a cyclist to take a shower or change clothes, bicycle 

commuting for employees will remain a poor option (Hudson, 1982). 

Visibility of bicycle parking facilities not only provides extra security to a bicycle 

lot, but also alerts bicyclists of its availability. When cyclists see a parking facility from a 

bicycle route, they are quickly informed about where parking is provided and are not a 
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hazard to pedestrians by crossing over sidewalks and other pedestrian areas to search for 

parking. A parking facility visible to large amounts of foot traffic also provides security 

to an area; bicycles are less likely to be stolen or vandalized in a crowded area 

(APBP, 2002). Visibility also encourages commuters with additional travehng options; 

when they see that bicycle parking is readily available, they may be more likely to use a 

bicycle to travel to that destination the following visit. 

Signs are noted as serving not only as a visual cue for cyclists that parking is 

available but also informs cyclists that their business is valued. Signs also help cyclists 

find parking if it is not immediately visible; they are typically posted along the bicycle 

route on the approach to a destination or at a building entrance indicating the location of 

nearby bicycle parking, when it is not visible on the approach. 

Accessibility of a bicycle parking faciUty goes hand-in-hand with the convenience 

aspect of bicycle use. An accessible bicycle parking facility is one in which cyclists can 

enter, exit, lock, and maneuver their bicycles without damaging other bicycles parked in 

the lot (Browning, 1999). Many campuses and bicycle organizations require minimum 

distances between racks and between rows of bicycle racks to insure cyclists acceptable 

space to maneuver their bicycles. More detail on these dimension standards will be 

discussed in the Spacing and Siting Standards section. 

Although not a mandatory element in bicycle parking facilities. Shelter is a 

component that is frequently overlooked or not even discussed when planning bicycle 

parking. The Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals (APBP), states in its 

Bicycle Parking Guidelines that. 
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"Even though cyclists are exposed to sun, rain, and snow while 
en route, covering the rack area keeps the cyclist more comfortable 
while parking, locking the bike, and loading or unloading cargo. " 
(APBP, 2002) 

In addition, prolonged exposure to precipitation can rust a bicycle's metal frame and 

components and the sun's ultraviolet rays can deteriorate a bicycle's seat and tires. A 

permanent bicycle shelter is designed to protect the bicycle from rainfall and sunlight 

(Browning, 1999). 

Space efficiency is a characteristic of bicycle parking facilities that minimizes 

conflicts with pedestrian traffic and encourages orderly parking (Knoxville, 2002). 

According to the Campus Transport Management team, the biggest mistakes in siting 

bicycle parking areas is installing bicycle racks too close to a wall or too close to each 

other, which can cut parking capacity as much as 90% and make for a dangerous situation 

for cychsts moving into and out of the parking area (histitute-TDM, 2002). 

Minimizing conflicts between bicycle parking and pedestrians becomes difficult 

due to the convenient locations of bicycle facilities adjacent to building enfrances. 

Encouraging orderly parking to make the bicycle parking facility efficient is directly 

related to how the individual bicycle racks are spaced and what type of bicycle rack is 

used. Refer to Spacing and Siting Standards Section for examples and illustrations of 

these requirements. 

The last component in creating an effective bicycle parking facility is the overall 

Design of the parking lot. No one source of information listed all the following as design 

components in bicycle parking facilities, but referred to one or more as an important 
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component for bicycle facilities. The design of the parking facility brings all of the 

previous components together and focuses on: 1) type of materials the lot is made of; 2) 

types of bicycle racks used; 3) configuration of the bicycle racks within the lot; and 4) 

landscaping, screening, or shelters providing an area visually connected to the location 

and enhancing the overall aesthetic of the site. 

In Hudson's, The Bicycle Planning Book, the types of surfaces suggested for 

bicycle parking facilities include asphalt, concrete paving, or smooth hard bricks laid in 

mortar. In all cases, rough pavements were avoided (Hudson, 1978). Many parking 

facihties are surfaced with decomposed granite. These lots are compacted well enough 

that the surface is not easily washed away or eroded by bicycle and pedestrian traffic. 

The Santa Cruz, California Bicycle Parking Ordinance states that "facility surfaces should 

minimize dust and mud" (Goodman, 1994). In addition, uniformity of materials increases 

user recognition of parking facilities within a site. Having a consistent pavement for use 

in bicycle parking facilities not only is a visual cue to cyclists when approaching a 

parking lot, but also gives the overall visual character of the area some consistency 

(APBP, 2002). 

The types of bicycle racks used and the configuration in which they are placed 

also aid in making the bicycle parking facility uniform in design and well utilized. Many 

campuses and businesses have a standard bicycle rack that is used throughout their 

locations, and some businesses capitalize on their service and use bicycle racks that 

reflect the service they provide. Types of racks were discussed previously in the Defining 
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Bicycle Terms and spacing and siting of racks will be discussed in the Spacing and Siting 

Standards section. 

The last component to the design of a bicycle parking facility is the use of 

planting, screening, or shelters to create a distinct element from the rest of the site. 

Planting and screening that is too dense, however, is not advised by many planning 

organizations due to lack of visibility, resulting in bicycle thefts. However, planting kept 

low enough or high enough creates a sense of a place and keeps the parking lot visually 

open enough to be seen by the passing pubhc (Oregon, 1991). Shelters can be a free

standing structure or added to outside walls of buildings to provide cover for bicyclists. 

For example, the Western Washington University Campus Plaiming Studio, in making 

recommendations to the campus plaiming department, provided the idea for the university 

to apply for an art grant to fund the building of artistically designed and effective bicycle 

racks and shelters (Kuhn, 2001). These ideas and more add to the overall design of 

bicycle parking facilities to make them unique and distinct places. Refer to Figure 2-3 for 

examples of shelters. 

Bicvcle parking classification 

Bicycle parking facilities serve a wide variety of users with very different needs 

(Mayer, 1978). Primarily there are two general types of bicycle users; those needing a 

quick, close place to park for a short stop and those who will be staying at a destination 

for a longer period of time and need a more safe, secure place to park their bicycle. 

Those users requiring parking for quick stops (two hours or less) need fewer amenities 

than those users parking for two hours or more, such as employees, or those who need 
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Figure 2-3. Bicycle Shelters ©DEQ End-of-Trip Facilities Design Program, 2000. 

overnight parking facilities (Browning, 1999). The range of bicycle types is as varied as 

the range of users, especially on campus grounds, where the length of the cyclist's trip 

to/from class may vary from a five to thirty-five minute commute. All of these bicycle 

size factors are considerations in providing for every parking facility. When planning for 

bicycle parking facilities, it is recommended that the needs for each user type and bicycle 

type be studied and facilities installed that are appropriate to the needs and uses of that 

particular location. 

Bicycle parking facilities are typically classified as Class I and Class II. The major 

difference between the two classes are the security amenities provided for the cyclists. 
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The Class I facility is the most secure and is provided by a personal storage locker for the 

bicycle. This allows the cyclist to lease keys to his own storage unit for his bicycle or 

allows for a paid attendant to keep watch over a large area of bicycle storage units. A 

Class n facility provides fewer security options and is the most common facility seen in 

the United States. This is the facility at which a cyclist locks the frame and wheel of the 

bicycle to a device that is anchored to the ground; the cyclist provides the lock for the 

bicycle. Some of these facilities are coin-operated and key operated in Europe, much like 

a parking meter (Hudson, 1982). 

Short-term (Class II) parking is needed where bicycles will be left for short stops. 

These facilities are not intended for overnight use; they provide protection from theft of 

the frame and wheels, but not components or accessories (such as seat, air pump, water 

bottles, etc.) (Knoxville, 2002). Class 11 facilities rarely have additional amenities for 

cyclists other than providing a reasonably safe, nearby location for a bicycle. However, it 

is recommended by most bicycle advisory committees that at least some short-term 

bicycle parking be protected from the weather. This is particularly important in areas 

with inclement weather most of the year. The Victoria, Australia Transport Policy 

Institute suggests that if more than 10 short-term parking spaces are required, at least 50% 

of them should be covered (Institute-TDM, 2002). Although inclement weather in the 

arid Southwest is not common, the scorching heat of summer can make bicycle parts 

extremely hot, even if the bicycle has been sitting in the sun for only a few minutes. It is 

recommended in some planning organizations that the parking facility be located within 

15m of the building entrance that cyclists use and if possible, short-term bicycle parking 
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facilities should be distributed to serve all buildings or main entrances (Institute-TDM, 

2002). 

Long-term (Class I) parking facilities provide users who stay at a location for 

several hours a secure and weather-protected place to store their bicycles. A typical 

Class I faciUty user is one who works at one building the entire day or one who utilizes 

many buildings in an area that are all within walking distance. Class I facilities are 

typically located farther away than Class II facihties, either on the building site or within 

229m of the building site. In some cases, existing car parking areas are adapted to become 

Class I bicycle parking facilities (Hudson, 1982). These parking areas are typically 

located farther away from destinations because of the additional safety and shelter 

amenities provided for the long-term parking user. For a cyclist who is parking his 

bicycle for the entire day, one moderately long walk to a destination is less of a hindrance 

when the additional amenities that a Class I facility provides over a Class 11 facility is 

considered, according to the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (1999). Daily 

bicycle commuters are generally willing to walk a short distance, about three blocks, to 

get to their destination if they are confident the parking is secure (Institute-TDM, 2002). 

Consequentially, what does not work in locating these type of facilities is isolating them 

from passers-by. It is easy to assume that because a bicycle is locked in a locker that it is 

safe; therefore. Class I facilities can be in an out-of-the-way location, only to be a target 

for vandalism. Other security measures, such as a camera surveillance or alarms are 

sometimes used in Class I facilities. 
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A Class I facility usually supplies a locker, individually locked enclosure or 

supervised area within a building to provide protection for each bicycle from theft, 

vandalism and weather (Goodman, 1994; histitute-TDM, 2002). The University of 

Oregon Class I facihties are required to be fully secure, with each bicycle independently 

accessible and able to be locked to a sturdy rack. A caged enclosure provides total 

protection from theft and damage to both the bicycle and its components and accessories. 

Cyclists are issued a personal code to access it and the Department of Public Safety 

manages registration of the cage lockers (UO-DPS, 2002). 

Other frequently used elements in Class I parking facilities are locked rooms or 

areas enclosed by a fence with a locked gate, within view or at least within 30.5m of an 

attendant or security guard, monitored by a security camera, or in an area that is visible 

from employee work areas (histitute-TDM, 2002). The facility also provides total 

protection from the elements, including wind and rain (Browning, 1999). Because of the 

additional amenities, long-term bicycle facilities tend to be the most expensive type of 

facilities; although the cost will vary depending on the specific design. 

hidoor storage is considered by many plaiming organizations as the best option for 

Class I parking facilities. Because bicycle parking can often utilize oddly shaped indoor 

areas that may have few other purposes, it is often possible to find a secure room or an 

area in a basement or imder a flight of stairs to provide bicycle parking. If indoor storage 

is a viable option, wall-mounted racks are well-suited to indoor storage, as long as they 

are located in well-lit areas to increase security. The University of Oregon Department of 

Public Safety allows bicycles to be parked or stored inside University building areas 
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specifically designed and posted for bicycle parking. They can also be stored or parked in 

any area or room that is assigned to the registered bicycle owner, such as an office or 

residence hall room (Geller, 2002). 

Spacing and Siting Standards 

As cyclists approach their destination, location of bicycle racks in reference to 

building entrances is an important factor when deciding on a place to park their bicycles. 

Therefore, it is important to understand the transition a cychst makes from bicycle to 

pedestrian. The cychst approaches the building mounted on the bicycle. At some point, 

the cyclist stops, dismounts, and walks the bike to a rack. The bicycle is attached to the 

rack and any cargo is removed. The cyclist now walks into the building carrying the 

cargo. Adequate space must be provided to allow for this transition; accordingly, 

thoughtfiil spacing and siting of bicycle parking areas, regardless of their classification, is 

important to having a well-fiinctioning, well-used parking facility (Browning, 1999). 

Within each bicycle parking area are the individual racks provided to lock the 

bicycle (Institute-TDM, 2002). According to the Iowa City Ordinance, each of these 

bicycle parking racks should be easily accessible without moving other bicycles and 

cyclists' should be able to securely lock their bicycles without undue inconvenience and 

have their bicycles be reasonably safeguarded from intentional or accidental damage 

(City of Iowa City, 1995). 

Bicycle parking areas are often located adjacent to buildings and other 

obstructions and a minimum safe spacing distance is required in these instances to protect 

the cyclists and the bicycles from damage. The space between each bicycle and the aisle 
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between rows of bicycle racks are the two distances considered in spacing bicycle racks in 

a parking area. The racks are separated by aisles and the aisle is measured from tip to tip 

of bike tires across the space between racks. In almost all literature cited, the minimum 

space required to allow access beside each parked bicycle is 0.6m, with a total required 

bicycle parking space size of 0.6m by 1.8m per bicycle, and in covered situations the 

overhead clearance is at least seven feet. This is a standard in the design of most bicycle 

racks and gives the cyclist adequate space to maneuver around the bicycle to lock it to the 

rack and gather his belongings without damaging the bicycles parked next to him (Figure 

2-4). If the need arises and space is not available, some racks can even be staggered on 

0.43m on-center to allow room for more bicycles (OCSOC, 1992). 

According to the Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals (APBP), the 

minimum separation between aisles should be 1.2m, but many other sources suggest 

providing a 1.5m wide aisle that is maintained beside or between each row of bicycle 

parking (Institute-TDM, 2002). This provides enough space for one person to walk and 

maneuver one bike. In high traffic areas where many users park or retrieve bikes at the 

same time, such as a college classroom building, the recommended minimum aisle width 

becomes 1.8m, to accommodate the larger flow of traffic (APBP, 2002); 

(Institute-TDM, 2002). Lastly, large rack areas with the high turnover rate of a college 

classroom building should have more than one entrance, at least 1.8m wide, to help 

facilitate the arriving and departing of many cyclists and pedestrians at one time 

(Figure 2-4). 



Figure 2-4. Spacing and Siting for standard University of Arizona bicycle racks. 



In summary, bicycle parking facility assessments are relatively new concepts in 

providing adequate amounts of bicycle parking spaces for cyclists. Ideas and concepts 

used in automobile parking assessments can be good examples and frameworks for 

providing bicycle parking; many bicycle parking ordinances currently use automobile 

parking policies as templates for bicycle parking facilities. 

Elements of a bicycle parking facility are relatively few; they include a bicycle 

rack able to accommodate U-locks, or in certain situations, bicycle lockers or cages can 

be used for additional security. Effective bicycle parking facilities require seven basic 

components in addition to a rack, locker, or cage. Those components are; security, 

convenience, visibility, access, shelter, space efficiency and design. These seven 

components, when entirely utiUzed, create effective bicycle parking facilities that are 

efficient, safe, and flexible to future growth and changes in a community or campus. 

The bicycle parking classification system consists of two classes, Class I 

(Long-term) and Class 11 (Short-term) facilities. The basic differences between the two 

are the safety amenities provided; the most common bicycle parking facility is a Class n 

faciUty, which provides a secure bicycle rack for the cyclist to lock the bicycle. Class I 

facilities tend to be more expensive, but provide greater security with lockers, cages or 

indoor storage options. 

Spacing and siting standards of bicycle parking facilities tend to be similar for 

almost all planning organizations. They all seek to allow a cyclist ample maneuvering 

room to lock, unlock or gather belongings. Spacing requirements are made for the area 

between rows of bicycle racks, between each bicycle, and between a parked bicycle and 
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structure. In estimating the space needed for a required number of bicycles, spacing and 

siting standards provide a great estimating tool by requiring at least a 0.6m x 1.8m 

footprint for each parked bicycle. 

hi summary, there is substantial information regarding the elements, design, 

spacing and siting of bicycle parking facilities. However, information relating to how we 

can successfully increase bicycle use for transportation within the United States seems to 

be elusive. This practice has been best illustrated in the Netherlands, where the 

promotion of bicycle use for transportation has a long tradition as nearly 12 million of the 

Dutch population of 14 million owns a bicycle. 

Bicycling has been made a viable option for everyone in this country because it 

has been integrated into the overall town planning, there are infrastructure improvements 

of bikeways, and because cycling comfort and safety standards are always being 

improved, hi short, the major goal of traffic planning in the Netherlands is directed 

toward restricting the use of the car. These practices are key elements toward promoting 

the use of bicycles as transportation. This study focuses on one of the elements, the 

design and planning of a bicycle parking facility, necessary for efficient bicycle use as 

transportation. In particular, it focuses on developing methods for determining adequate 

parking and appropriate siting of such facilities for a land use associated with high 

numbers of individuals using bicycles for transport, a university campus. 
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Chapter m: METHODS 

Study Site 

The Campus Plamiing Boundary covers approximately 198.3 hectares, with 

residential and historic neighborhoods on all sides. The Campus data collected for this 

study was limited to Speedway to the north, Campbell to the east, Sixth to the south, and 

Park to the west; this area is associated with the highest density of users and buildings on 

Campus (Figure 3-1). 

Data Format and Acquisition 

Methods for data collection were adopted from referenced methods used in the 

University of Iowa's Bicycle Parking Study (Iowa, 1994), relating required bicycle 

parking to the building capacity and use on campus. GIS base maps of the Campus 

building capacity and use, bicycle parking facilities, and circulation routes were acquired 

from Campus and Facilities Planning Department (CFP). 

Building capacity data for the study area provided by Campus and Facilities 

Management Department (CFM) indicated maximum capacities (number of people) for 

every room in every building in the study area. The capacity for each building was found 

by totaling the capacity numbers for each room in that building. 

Building use data was provided by CFM, which listed every room in every 

building on campus, giving the use for each room in each building. Most buildings 

within the campus study area have a mix of uses associated with them; the majority of 

rooms with the same use became the building use recorded for each building in this study. 

In addition, the number of bicycle parking spaces provided at each Campus building was 
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Campus Planning Boundary Study Limits 

Figure 3-1. Campus Planning Boundary and Study Limits. Copyright, University of 
Arizona CFP. 

obtained from Parking and Transportation Services (PTS), and new plans for bicycle 

circulation routes on the campus were acquired from Ayers/Saint/Gross (ASG) planning 

firm of Baltimore, Maryland. 

Almost every building within the Campus study area currently has some sort of 

bicycle parking facility associated with it; bicycle parking at the University of Arizona 

campus is relatively scattered throughout the campus. Currently there are a total of 7436 

bicycle parking spaces available within the study area (Planning, 2001) (Figure 3-2). The 

Bicycle Utilization Study, (Appendix A) performed twice per academic year by the 
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University's Parking and Transportation Services, collected data on the number of bicycle 

rack spaces filled at parking facilities on the entire campus. The facilities were checked 

five times per day (9:00am, 10:00am, 11:00am, 1:00pm, 2:00pm) for a week and the 

number of occupied spaces were counted and recorded. This data was used to determine 

high priority areas where new, proposed bicycle parking facilities would appear to be 

more efficiently used. 

Existing circulation routes are also an important consideration in assessing bicycle 

parking facilities; those located adjacent to circulation routes have been found to function 

more efficiently and safely (APBP, 2002). The University of Arizona is in the process of 

developing a new bicycle routes/circulation plan. The goal of this plan is to 

"accommodate for pedestrians and bicyclists to the point that these modes of travel will 

become the preferred way to move around on campus" (Ayers/Saint/Gross, 2003). hi 

doing so, a new bicycle circulation plan has been developed that keeps bicycle routes to 

major axes through the campus and keeps pedestrian-oriented areas free from bicycle and 

automobile conflicts (Ayers/Saint/Gross, 2003) (Figure 3-3). 
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Figure 3-2. Current Locations of Bicycle Parking Facilities. 

Figure 3-3. Bicycle Circulation Routes. 
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Model used for Data Analysis 

The data analysis for this study was performed similar to methods used by the 

Victoria, Australia Transport PoUcy Institute (2002), that emphasizes a Clustering and 

Sharing method of automobile parking design. The primaiy idea behind the sharing 

method is that buildings with different uses, namely ones that are either heavily used in 

the daytime or during the night, utilize the same parking area. 

Data Ranking 

Building use and capacity data, as well as bicycle parking facility use and 

capacity data were ranked to create maps illustrating buildings with high needs for 

proposed bicycle parking (called Primary buildings). These Primary buildings were then 

located within a parking cluster based on their use, capacity, and nearby circulation 

routes and maps were created to illustrate the parking clusters. Next, the number of 

bicycle racks needed at each parking cluster was determined, referring to the system 

utihzed in the University of Iowa Bicycle Parking study (Figure 3-4). Following are 

descriptions of the categories for each type of ranked data, categories, and how the 

ranking was assigned to buildings. 

Building Capacity 

Four rankings for building capacity were created: Low = 4 (1-499), Medium = 3 

(500-999), High = 2 (1000-1499), and Very High = 1 (1500-2800). These categories 

were then applied to a base map of campus to show where high capacity buildings are 

located. Because the McKale Center had an outlying capacity of 16,225, and is only used 
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a few times during the year at that capacity, its capacity number was divided by the 

number of times it is used to arrive at a more applicable capacity number for this study. 

Design of 
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Figure 3-4. Data Analysis Flow Chart. 

Building Use 

Building use data was first organized into four categories based on type of use: 

Classroom, Commons (student unions, libraries, assembly halls), Office and Residence 

Hall. Buildings that are used as a Classroom or Commons were considered high use 

buildings due to relatively high use by students. Office buildings were not considered a 

high use building based on data collected by University Payroll Department, which 

indicated fewer than 1% of University staff rides a bicycle to the University 

(Appendix B). Residence Halls in the study area were not accounted for in this study 

because their bicycle parking is isolated fi-om other buildings and is already provided for 

by PTS at a ratio of 1 parking spot for every 2 residents. (Franz 2002) Classroom and 

Commons building uses were given a rank of Commons = 2 (High), and Classroom = 1 
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(Very High). While Office buildings and Residence Halls were not ranked, they were 

still shown in study maps. 

Bicycle Parking 

Ranges of facility capacity (number of racks provided at a site) and facility use 

(percent of facility use) per building was determined using the bicycle parking facility 

data provided by PTS. Bicycle parking facility capacity was ranked to create five 

categories: None = 5 (0), Low = 4 (1-50), Medium = 3 (51-100), High = 2 (101-199), and 

Very High = 1 (200+). Similarly, bicycle parking facility use was ranked to create four 

categories; None = 4 (0%), Low = 3 (1-29%), Medium = 2 (30-69%), and High = 1 (70-

100%). These two ranking systems were then combined (Bicycle Priority Ranking = 

Bicycle parking facihty capacity ranking + Bicycle parking facility use ranking) to 

determine where high priority bicycle parking facilities are located on campus currently 

and the resultant categories were: Low Priority Area = (5-9), Medium Priority 

Area = (3-4), and High Priority Area = (0-2). 

Identification of Primarv Buildings and Clusters 

The two ranking categories of building use and building capacity were combined 

to identify Primary buildings. Primary Building = Building use rank (Commons = 2, 

Classroom = 1) + Building capacity data (Low = 4, Medium = 3, High = 2, and Very 

High = 1). The resultant categories were: Primary building = (1-2) and Secondary 

building = (3-6). Buildings were then located to determine parking clusters. 

Parking clusters were formed according to the following requirements: (1) at least 

one Primary building had to be located within the parking cluster, (2) the parking cluster 
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had to have a bicycle circulation route either adjacent to it or running through it; and (3) 

Secondary buildings had to be within close proximity to utilize the bicycle parking 

facility. 

Proposed Bicycle Parking Facility Needs 

The percentage system of the University of Iowa study was used to calculate the 

number of bicycle racks needed for a building. The study assessed bicycle rack needs by 

multiplying the building capacity of an area by 0.20, assuming that 20% of the students 

were riding bicycles and by 0.75, assuming that 75% of the seats in any one building was 

being used at any one time. Following the siting of parking clusters, total building 

capacity was calculated for each cluster by adding the building capacities for all Primary 

buildings within a cluster. For this study, however, the capacity of a cluster was 

multipUed by 0.30, given that at any one time, approximately 30% of the student 

population could have a bicycle on campus; that could be close to 10,000 bicycles on 

Campus at one time. This number suggests a 30% bicycle ridership within the Campus, 

according to Charles Franz, of PTS (Buchik, 2002). 

Field verification 

A site within each Parking cluster that was near a bicycle circulation route and 

near major building entrances was located, measured and field verified to determine if all 

proposed required bicycle racks could be contained within the site. The area required for 

each bicycle rack was derived using the Spacing and Siting Standards, shown in 

Figure 2-4. Given that a standard University of Arizona rack holds 10 bicycles, this 

footprint per bicycle rack becomes 6m x 3.6m. 



One site was then chosen and designed more specifically by locating the facility 

near adjacent building entrances and providing additional facility amenities. All new 

bicycle parking facility sites in this study were categorized into Class I bicycle parking 

facilities, which provides additional security and shelter amenities for cyclists. A site 

plan and rendering was provided for this site and future recommendations for Campus 

bicycle parking facilities were made, based on the seven design components listed on 

pg. 22. 
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Chapter IV: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter focuses on priority locations for providing bicycle parking facilities 

for the University of Arizona campus based on a combination of methods. These 

methods focused on locating primary buildings within the study area according to 

building capacity and building use, and then locating parking clusters adjacent to the 

primary buildings. There were 102 buildings within the study area and 53 of these were 

evaluated based on the methods. All buildings analyzed were Classroom or Commons 

buildings (Appendix C). The buildings not included in the analysis were the Office 

buildings and Residence Halls because employees in Office buildings were noted as not 

being contributors to the cycling commuters and because Residence Hall inhabitants 

currently have bicycle parking provided at a certain ratio of persons to parking spaces. 

Existing Conditions 

Building Capacity 

Campus building capacities ranged fi-om 4-16,225 people. Buildings not included 

in the study were given a rank of 5 (Office buildings and Residence Halls). The Main 

Library (2762), Centennial Hall (2656), Harvill (2494), and Modem Languages (2402) 

buildings were ranked as Very High for building capacity (Figure 4-1). The Main Library 

and Centennial Hall were Very High capacity Commons buildings, whereas Harvill and 

Modem Languages were two Very High capacity Classroom buildings in the study area. 

Other Very High capacity buildings were Music (1920), Education (1642), Physics and 

Atmospheric Sciences (1640), Bear Down Gjtti (2009) and Koffler (1600). 
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Figure 4-1. Building Ranking based on Capacity, University of Arizona Campus, Tucson. 

Building Use 

In the study area. Classroom buildings made up 38% of the total number of 

buildings. Office buildings made up 27%, Residence Halls accounted for 20% and 

Commons buildings made up 15%. Most of the Classroom buildings were located in the 

western half of the study area (Figure 4-2). However, Commons buildings were 

predominantly in the eastern half, with the Student Union located approximately in the 

center of the study area. 
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Figure 4-2. Building Ranking based on type of Use, University of Arizona Campus, 
Tucson. 

Bicycle Parking 

Bicycle Parking Facility Capacity and Use data is summarized in Appendix C. 

The data for bicycle parking ranged from 0- 670 spaces currently provided at individual 

buildings. The largest number of bicycle parking spaces was provided at the Modem 

Languages (670), followed by Psychology (320), Harvill (310), Economics (300), Main 

Library (240), Koffler (220), and Social Sciences (210) buildings (Figure 4-3). These 
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buildings were located predominantly in the center of the study area. Bicycle parking 

facility use ranged from 0-97%. The bicycle parking areas on Campus that were used the 

most were located by the Kuiper (88%), Gould-Simpson (80%) and the Physics-

Atmospheric Sciences (78%) buildings (Appendix C). The narrow corridors adjacent to 

the Science and Engineering Library (72%) and Engineering buildings (71%) were other 

high use bicycle parking areas. 

Bicycle Parking Facility Capacities 
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Figure 4-3. Bicycle Parking Facility Capacity Ranking. 
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Figure 4-4. Bicycle Parking Facility Use Ranking. 

It was interesting to note that the areas providing the greatest number of bicycle 

racks were found to have some of the lowest percentage of use in the study area. For 

example, bicycle racks located between the Student Union, Modem Languages, 

Psychology, and Chemistry/Biology buildings, and the Main Library were only used at a 

capacity between 36-45%. Figure 4-4 shows where high capacity, high-use bicycle 

parking facilities are currently located. These buildings were: Kuiper Sciences, Science 

and Engineering Library, Physics and Atmospheric Sciences, Gould-Simpson, and 

Engineering. 
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Recommendations for Bicycle Parking Facilities 

Identification of Primary Buildings for Bicycle parking facility needs 

Combined Building capacity and use ranked data is shown in Appendix C. 

Combined values between 1-2 were considered Primary Buildings and combined values 

between 3-6 were considered Secondary Buildings. Figure 4-5 shows the locations of the 

Primary Buildings, which were: Music, Harvill, Modem Languages, Education, Koffler, 

Integrated Learning Center, and Physics and Atmospheric Sciences. 

Primary Buildings 
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Figure 4-5. Location of Primary Buildings, University of Arizona, Tucson. 
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Parking Clusters around Primary Buildings 

Total capacity for parking clusters was calculated by adding the capacities for the 

primary buildings within the parking cluster (Table 4-1). There were five parking clusters 

located on Campus (Figure 4-6). Parking cluster A and B were the two largest capacity 

clusters because each had two primary buildings located within them. 

Cluster Total Cluster Capacitv # of ProDosed Spaces/Racks Area Reauired 
A 4,414 993/99 1,072 sq.m. 
B 4,044 909/91 982 sq.m. 
C 1,518 342/34 369 sq.m. 
D 1,600 360/36 389 sq.m. 
E 1,640 369/37 399 sq.m. 

Table 4-1. Parking cluster data and requirements. 

Number of Bicycle Racks Needed and Space Required 

Within each cluster, the total capacity was used to calculate the number of bicycle 

parking spaces/racks to provide for within each parking cluster (Table 4-1). The current 

number of bicycle parking spaces provided appears far less than proposed, based on study 

results (Table 4-2). 

Parking cluster A had a proposed increase of 643 bicycle parking spaces; this was 

thought to have been attributed to the fact that the Music Building, although it has a large 

auditorium with a large capacity, was still considered a Classroom building because the 

majority of the rooms in the building were classrooms. This large capacity in the Music 

building may have skewed the number of proposed bicycle parking spaces. However, 
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parking clusters B,C,D, and E each had a proposed increase in bicycle parking spaces of 

around 100 spaces. This proposed increase in bicycle parking spaces appeared 

reasonable, given the bicycle parking facilities serve multiple buildings, as opposed to 

serving only one building. 

Parking Clusters 

Figure 4-6. Parking Clusters. 

Cluster 
# of Spaces 

Currentiv Provided 
# of Spaces 
Proposed 

A 350 993 
B 820 909 
C 240 342 
D 220 360 
E 130 369 

Table 4-2. Comparison of Proposed to Current Bicycle Parking Provisions. 
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Locations of Bicycle Parking Facilities 

Class I bicycle parking facilities were proposed for each location because of the 

greater security and accessibility options made available with Class I facilities. Although 

not located for this study, additional. Class 11 parking facilities were assumed to still be 

used throughout the study area nearer to building entrances for cyclists needing to make 

short stops at a destination. The locations for available Class I bicycle parking facilities 

within the Campus study area were shown in Figure 4-7. Many of the proposed Class I 

facilities were located in areas not currently occupied by parking to take advantage of 

unused space, provide better access to multiple buildings, and to allow a greater number 

of bicycle parking spaces to be sited in one location. 

Location® of Bicycle Parking Faciliies 

Figure 4-7. Available Class I Bicycle Parking Facility Locations. 
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Bicycle Parking Facility Design 

Parking cluster E was chosen to provide a detailed site design for a Class I bicycle 

parking facility. 

Site Analvsis 

This bicycle parking facility was located in an area of campus called the Sciences 

Concourse. In 1999, Wheat Scharf Associates (WSA) developed a masterplan for the 

concourse. The firm provided a description of the history, existing conditions, themes 

and plan for the area. Li summary, this area was the result of an incremental development 

pattern with a patchwork of successful and less successful projects throughout the past 70 

years. There is little shade, seating or other pedestrian scale improvements; most users 

pass through without pausing. 

The Sciences Concourse is located in the floodplain of the Highschool Wash, the 

largest watershed on campus. Properties south of the concourse are prone to flooding; the 

ground level of the Franklin building is lower than the 100 year flood level and the 

Gould-Simpson and Physics and Atmospheric Sciences buildings are less than a meter 

above the 100 year flood level. (Figure 4-8). 

Using the University's planning guidelines, user input from questionnaires, and 

first hand site analysis, the masterplan for the Sciences Concourse was developed by 

WSA based on the following design themes, (1) A place for social gathering, (2) 

Resource Conservation, (3) Science-related educational and interpretive displays, (4) 

Diversity, (5) A University gateway. Drainage alternatives were considered for the area 
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as well. Detention basin and rainwater harvesting concepts are the key factors in the 

masterplan for the concourse. (Figure 4-9) 

STORMW'ATER PATH 

jj SANTA 
•/ CRUZ 

J^f'rCHOOTr'^V! 

Figure 4-8. Stormwater Path (WSA, 1999) 



Figure 4-9. Science Concourse Masterplan (WSA, 1999) 



BICYCLE 
PARKING 

Figure 4-10. Proposed Bicycle Parking Facility Site 

Requirements. Recommendations 

The following is a list of requirements and recommendations for this specific bicycle 

parking facility. 

Requirements: 

1) 370 spaces (or 37 racks) for bicycle parking 
2) Ten building entrances immediately accessible from the facility 
3) Six entry/exit points provided, equipped with locked gates 
4) Facility layout uses space efficiently 
5) Screening of the bicycle parking facility using a wall or plantings 
6) Shelter for the bicycle parking facility provided by a metal roof structure 

built directly above the facility 
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7) Solid ground material 
8) Additional site amenities to include a tire pump, nearby vending machines, 

or water fountain 

Recommendations: 

9) Bicycle parking needs for Physics and Atmospheric Sciences, Gould-
Simpson, Franklin, Life Sciences South, Bio-Sciences West, Veterinary 
Sciences, and Mathematics buildings are met. 

10) Fourth Street to the north, Lowell Rd to the south and the bicycle route to the 
east of the facility serve as access points. 

Bicycle Parking Facilitv Design Concepts 

Two concepts were used for the proposed bicycle parking facility, one that was an 

overall concept for any bicycle parking facility proposed for the Campus and one that was 

specific to each individual bicycle parking facility. All proposed bicycle parking facilities 

on the Campus were intended to have a modular, multi-use function. Each facility would 

be constructed in such a way as to allow the bicycle racks to be removed and the walls to 

the facility to be taken off the main covering structure of the facility to allow for flexible 

use of the space. The facility could be constructed of steel or metal fencing for security 

and could have metal or aluminum coverings. Each proposed facility could have one 

design element that reflects the university as a whole, displaying an emblem or signature 

of the university, in addition to a design element that speaks of the immediate area in 

which it is located. 

Parking cluster E, located within the Sciences Concourse, had a water harvesting 

design concept. The roof of the bicycle parking facility could be constructed of 

aluminum and have downspouts allowing stormwater runoff to collect in cisterns, which 

also serve as the structural framework for the facility. The steel or metal fencing used to 
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secure the bicycle parking facility would have a water theme applied. (Figure 4-11). 

Swales built around and draining away from the bicycle parking facility would serve to 

direct rainwater to the detention basin at the center of the Sciences Concourse. (Figure 4-

12). The Sciences Concourse bicycle parking facility, like all other proposed bicycle 

facilities on Campus, would be modular and be able to be taken apart to leave a flat, 

covered area to serve as an informational kiosk to learn about water harvesting principles 

and practices, with the detention basin as an example. 

Figure 4-11. Decorative Fencing. 



Figure 4-12. Vegetated Swale. 



Chapter V: CONCLUSIONS 

Summary of Findings 

The results of the study supported both of the study hypotheses. Current bicycle 

parking allotments were not positively associated with high building use', many high use 

buildings did not have adequate bicycle parking allotments and others had excessive 

bicycle parking that is not utilized to its full extent. In addition, current bicycle parking 

allotments were not found to be located in areas that serve multiple campus buildings. 

Bicycle parking facilities were scattered throughout the entire campus; almost every 

building had some kind of bicycle parking associated with it. 

In comparison to the number of bicycle parking spaces currently provided on 

Campus, results proposed additional parking spaces for the five clusters. Most parking 

clusters showed a proposed increase in a httle over 100 bicycle parking spaces. Parking 

cluster A, however, proposed a tremendous increase in 643 bicycle parking spaces from 

the current allotment. This large increase in parking spaces was thought to be derived 

from the Drama building located in Parking Cluster A. This particular building had a 

large capacity and was narrowly considered a classroom building because the majority of 

the rooms in the buildings were classrooms, when in fact, most of these rooms are used 

for studios or displays. 

Locating Class I bicycle parking facilities within each parking cluster appeared to 

be a relatively easy exercise. There was more than enough space around buildings to 

locate areas available for a bicycle parking facility. From this point, it was only a matter 

of locating a site that could serve the most buildings at one time, and more specifically. 
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siting facilities based on building entrances and circulation routes to arrive at an adequate 

facility design. 

Planning and Design Implications 

The methods followed in this study implied that there may be more to providing 

and planning for adequate bicycle parking facilities than is currently undertaken at this 

particular Campus. There are data specific to a site that can be collected and analyzed to 

provide a framework for sizing, locating, and designing fimctional and efficient bicycle 

parking facilities. The Sharing and Clustering methods are almost universal in their logic 

of clustering destinations so that they can be shared by different user groups; these 

methods could prove to be useful in any urban situation in which there are a large number 

of buildings in one area that many people utilize firequently. Clustering bicycle parking 

facilities eliminates superfluous parking facilities; these spaces could be used as 

additional open space within the Campus. 

This study also implied that the design of a bicycle parking facility could be more 

carefully planned than is currently undertaken. Because the Class I facilities are larger 

than the facilities that would normally be located in an area, each facility could have a 

design unique to its location, whether it be a theme based on the adjacent buildings it 

serves or an overall, unifying design element that ties each parking facility together. For 

example, a bicycle parking facility located near the Architecture or Music buildings could 

have an artistic or crude structural element using raw, unfinished building materials, or a 

bicycle parking facility located near the a science building could be constructed to mimic 

elemental bonds, plants, or fossils. Design guidelines suggested for the University of 
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Arizona Campus include: 1) locating the bicycle parking facility in an area that is 

currently not used or is in need of a unifying design element; 2) using materials common 

to this region, such as metal, rammed earth, adobe, decomposed granite, ocotillo fences, 

and native plants; 3) designing with water harvesting principles in mind to conserve and 

efficiently use water; 4) keeping in mind the "school spirit" aspect of a university Campus 

by incorporating school colors or slogans into a design; and 5) getting school sponsors 

and donors involved in providing funds toward creating Class I bicycle parking facilities. 

The theme for the facility can be unique to the sponsor who donated the funds for its 

construction and actively involve public artists or students in the design of the facilities. 

Future Research and Design Opportunities 

Recommendations are made for bicycle parking assessments and methods are 

proposed in the literature, but methods such as those in this study need to be tested on 

several different campuses to determine if they are effective in assessing bicycle parking 

facility needs. Determining the use of a building may depend on more factors than 

individual room use and the percentage of ridership on a campus may vary fi-om one site 

to another. This change in variables, among others, would become apparent by assessing 

proposed bicycle parking allotments for different campuses. 

Future research needs for this area of study include: 1) consistent and historical 

data collection concerning the number of bicycle parking spaces provided and used per 

building; 2) baseline data collection concerning the numbers of cyclists entering and 

exiting the Campus from all circulation routes; 3) more comprehensive data collection 

concerning the number of students and employees who commute by bicycle every day; 
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and 4) surveys conducted to determine the effectiveness of current bicycle parking 

designs and locations. The use of this additional data will make a bicycle parking plan 

more comprehensive and therefore more effective in aiding future planning efforts. 

Future planning and design opportunities for bicycle parking facilities include: 1) 

using public art grants to design bicycle shelters; 2) providing surveillance, either 

videotape or manned, at large bicycle parking facilities to increase the safety of the 

facilities; 3) providing "bikestations", in which a paid attendant checks bicycles into the 

facility and bicycle repair is available; 4) converting parking garages to provide for 

bicycle parking; 5) providing multi-level bicycle parking facilities to increase the number 

of spaces that can be provided in small areas; and 6) sponsoring bicycle parking facilities 

in which a Campus donor or grant can pay for the construction, maintenance, and/or staff 

to provide large, enclosed facilities. 
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APPENDIX A 

BICYCLE UTILIZATION 

Sector 3 

Date 11/5 11/6 11/7 11/8 

Name 711 CPH CPH CPH 

Start Time 11:00 1 2 9 

BIks Spcs Location Stop Time 

2 20 Bio East (S) 11 7 9 7 

8 80 Bio East (N) 51 49 64 48 

18 36 Medical Ent (W) 12 5 6 10 

7 70 Shantz (W) 42 29 25 31 

4 40 Marley E 37 36 32 30 

1 10 Math (E) 4 4 4 2 

8 80 Math (N) 59 63 61 38 

2 20 Math (S) 13 10 17 11 

13 130 BioWest (E) 60 55 45 50 

8 16 Vet Sci/Microb NW (BIdgQO 7 2 2 1 

10 100 Gould Simpson (NE) 77 80 84 85 

13 130 PAS (N & W combined) 104 102 103 102 

5 50 FCR(SE) 19 21 22 20 

5 50 FCR (NE) 36 31 31 33 

2 20 South Hall (S) 11 19 9 20 

8 80 Franklin (|8 Racks 26 33 15 27 

2 4 Gould Simpson (SW) 2 2 0 0 

2 20 BioWest (SW) 9 12 9 9 

1 10 ENRB.(W)1Rack 3 3 2 3 

3 30 ENRB ( E ) 3 Racks 1 1 2 2 

2 24 Life Sciences South (S) 16 13 9 11 



APPENDIX B 

2001 Travel Reduction Program Data 
for The University of Arizona by 
The number of Bicycle Riders and 
Bicycle Trips TO WORK per week 

Number of Number of Times 
Bike Rid ers Ride Bike to work 

1 0.5 * 

89 1 
1 1.5 * 

112 2 
107 3 
101 4 
329 5 
18 6 
8 7 
2 8 
6 9 

Total Ride Bike Avg Number of Times 
774 4.27 

* Data is a\«raged from ranged responses 
(i.e. Bicycle 0 to 1, or 1 to 2 times per week) 

rotal University of Arizona 
Survey Respondents 7388 



APPENDIX C 

j #OF 
PARKING 

BUILDING NAME USE SPACES %USE CAPACITY 

Architecture Classroom 50 50 688 

Art & Museum of Art Classroom 30 51 790 

Bear Down Gym Commons 40 14 2.009 

Bio-Sciences East Classroom 100 55 734 

Bio-Sciences West Classroom 150 ' 44 1.136 

Centenniia! Commons 10" 22 2 656 

Center for English as a Second Language Classroom 110 45 710 

Chemsstry Classroom 144 45 1,085 

CmI Engineenng Classroom 30 65 548 

Communication Classroom 0 0 353 

.Creative Photography Classroom 10 r 68 

Douglass Classroom 0 0 242 

Drama Classroom 130 40 1.273 

Economics Classroom 300 51 1.347 

Educafcon Classroom 150 
-

46 1,642 

Electrical and ComfMJter Engineering Classroom 63 1.015 

Engineering Classroom gQ 71 695 

Family and Consumer Serwces Classroom 1M 52 677 

•Fiandrau Commons 10 1 363 

iFofibes- Classroom 156 " 33 593 

Frankim Classroom 80 31 687 

Gould-Simpson Classroom 100 80 1474 

Gymnastics Practice Facility Commons 0 0 25 

Harshbarger Classroom 90 58 737 

HarwII Classroom lio 38 2.494 

iHaury Classroom 0 0 449 

Hillenbrand Aquatic Center Commons 20 12 176 

Hillenbrand Stadium Commons 0 0 n/a 
ilna A, Gittings Commons 20 0 801 

Jntegratsd Learning Center Classroom 0 0 1,518 

iKoffler Classroom 220 40 1.600 

kuiper Classroom 150 88 674 

Liie Sciences South Classroom ^'^24 51 372 

Mam Library Commons 240 29 2 762 

Mawel Lab Classroom 0 0 570 

Mathematics Classroom 110 53 576 

McKale Center Commons 130 47 16,225 
iMeinal Classroom loo 51 5 1.079 

Mmes & Metallurgy Classroom 90 19 362 

Modern Languages Classroom 670 33 2,402 
Music Classroom 40 "  3 1 ^  1 920 
(Physics-Atmospheric Sciences i Classroom 130 78 two 
[Psyc)mkigy LCl3ssro5rn_ 320 41 1.129 
Pobson Tennis Center Commons 20 ^ 12 29 
•Sancet Fieid Commons 0 • 0 29 

Commons 70 1 72 1,455 

Shantz Classroom 70 ris 656 
Social Sciences i Classroom Mo 35 1.459 
Speech & Hearing Sciences i Classroom : W" ' 33 507 
Stadium 1 Commons ! 0 ( 0 n/a 
Ste%¥ard Obseivatop/^ Classroom 110 j 46 1 1,024 
iStuderjt Union 1 Commons 1 138 60 i 3,000 
[Visitor Center i Commons 40 ; 1Z5 ; 4 



APPENDIX D 

PRIMARY 
USE CAPACITY BUILDING 

'BUILDING NAME RANKING RANKING RANKING 
Education 1 2 
iHarvill 1 1 2 
ilntegrated Learning Center 1 1 2 
KofRer 1 1 2 
Modern Languages 1 1 2 
Music 1 1 2 
Physics-Atmospheric Sciences 1 1 2 

Bear Down Gym 2 1 3 

Bio-Sciences West 1 2 3 
Centennial 2 1 3 
Chemistry' 1 2 3 
Drama 1 2 3 
Economics 1 2 3 
Electrical and Computer Engmeenng 1 2 3 
iGould-Sinipso<n 1 2 3 
iMain Library 2 1 3 
McKale Center 2 1 3 
iMeinei 1 2 3 
Psychology 1 2 3 
Social Sciences 1 2 3 
Steward Observatory 1 2 3 
Student Uiion 2 1 
Architecture 1 3 4 
Art & Museum of Aft 1 3 4 
Bio-Sciences .East 1 3 4 
Center for English as a Second Language • 3 4 
iCiwI Engineering 1 ^ 3 4 
Erjgineering 1 3 4 
Family and Consumer Services 1 3 4 
.Forbes i 1 3 4 
Franklin 1 3 4 
iHarshbarger 1 3 4 
Muiper 1 3 4 
iMafvel Lab 1 3 4 
Mathematics 1 3 4 
SEL 2 2 4 
Shantz 1 3 4 
Speech & Hearing Sciences 1 3 4 
Communication 1 4 5 
Creative Photography 1 4 5 
iOouglass 1 4 5 
Usury 1 4 5 
itaa A, Gittings 2 3 6 
Life Sciences South 1 4 5 
Mines & Metallurgy 1 4 5 
Fiandrau 2 4 6 
Gymnastics Practice Facility 2 6 
iHillenbrand Aquatic Center 2 4 6 
iHillsnbrand Stadium 2 4 6 
iRobson Tennis Center 2 4 P 
Sancet Field 2 4 6 
(Stadium 2 4 6 
ffeitor Center 2 4 6 
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